What have you been doing since the publication of your article in *JPUR*, volume 3?

Immediately following college graduation, I worked for the Indiana State Department of Agriculture as the assistant director of communications. After working there, I moved to Cincinnati, Ohio, where I founded Murrish Communications, LLC, my freelance writing and communications business. In addition to writing and managing social media for small businesses and nonprofits, I also host the podcast *Our Midwestern Life* and write at abigailmurrish.com.

What are your career goals?

Looking to the future, I want to continue to grow in my writing and communications skills, with the goal of writing a book that discusses the intersection theology, place making, and agriculture.

How did the research you did as an undergraduate at Purdue impact your current endeavors? What is the value of undergraduate research?

My undergraduate research at Purdue prepared me for my current work (both personal and professional) in four key ways. First, I learned how to ask questions, gather qualitative data, and posit theories based on the answers I received from interviews. Along with that, my experience taught me that it is imperative to bring diverse and overlooked voices to the conversations and integrate those voices into the research. The research process taught me to analyze and address problems from a place of creativity and imagination instead of simply continuing with the status quo. Finally, the process—from interviewing participants to writing the paper to presenting my findings at a conference—honed my communication and writing skills.
What advice would you give to other undergraduates at Purdue who are interested in doing research?

Research is exciting, but it is also challenging and boring; the experience will have highs and lows. Find a mentor who will know when to encourage you and when to push you. And be prepared to change. The stories you hear will stay with you the rest of your life. As you conduct interviews, read academic articles, and synthesize your findings, hold what you’re learning close and let it shape you. The process will enrich your life and challenge you for years after the research is concluded.
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